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The term «socialization» is commonly The term «socialization» is commonly 
used in various fi elds of social sciences to ex-used in various fi elds of social sciences to ex-
press the process of turning an «individual» press the process of turning an «individual» 
of ill social nature (a person, a social phenom-of ill social nature (a person, a social phenom-
enon, a labor tool, a production process... enon, a labor tool, a production process... 
etc.) into an «individual» of profound social etc.) into an «individual» of profound social 
nature; changing a person from a natural en-nature; changing a person from a natural en-
tity to a social one – «the totality of the social tity to a social one – «the totality of the social 
relationships» as Karl Marx emphasized.relationships» as Karl Marx emphasized.

Education socialization (ES) is the in-Education socialization (ES) is the in-
novation process of the operating methods novation process of the operating methods 
in the fi eld of education and training (ET), in the fi eld of education and training (ET), 
which creates the mechanism and dynam-which creates the mechanism and dynam-
ics for the education development and the ics for the education development and the 
implementation of social equality in edu-implementation of social equality in edu-
cation and meets the requirements of the cation and meets the requirements of the 
industrialization and modernization of the industrialization and modernization of the 
country in the era of international integra-country in the era of international integra-
tion and globalization. Education socializa-tion and globalization. Education socializa-
tion is the change of the form of activities tion is the change of the form of activities 
in order to promote all the fi nancial, physi-in order to promote all the fi nancial, physi-
cal and intellectual resources in society and cal and intellectual resources in society and 
partly transfers the work of state agencies partly transfers the work of state agencies 
to organizations, groups, individuals under to organizations, groups, individuals under 
the management of the state.the management of the state.

Professional education (PE) is one of Professional education (PE) is one of 
the fi ve integral parts in the national edu-the fi ve integral parts in the national edu-
cation system, the function of which is to cation system, the function of which is to 
provide the training to enable workers with provide the training to enable workers with 
technical-professional expertise of pri-technical-professional expertise of pri-
mary and secondary levels to achieve the mary and secondary levels to achieve the 
equivalent levels of education from high equivalent levels of education from high 
school to post-high school so that they can school to post-high school so that they can 
directly get involved in the production, the directly get involved in the production, the 
trading and the service according to the trading and the service according to the 
needs of the labor market (LM) and can needs of the labor market (LM) and can 
continue learning at higher levels if there continue learning at higher levels if there 
are demands and conditions.are demands and conditions.

PE is the training fi eld with the diver-PE is the training fi eld with the diver-
sity in the enrollment subjects and in the sity in the enrollment subjects and in the 
professional types and structures, which is professional types and structures, which is 
closely related to and directly affected by closely related to and directly affected by 
the demands for the levels of the socio-eco-the demands for the levels of the socio-eco-
nomic development, the labor market and nomic development, the labor market and 
the employment in each socio-economic the employment in each socio-economic 
sector, each locality and the whole country. sector, each locality and the whole country. 

In the national education system, PE In the national education system, PE 
is the highly-socialized fi eld. Therefore, it is the highly-socialized fi eld. Therefore, it 
is the promoting of the professional edu-is the promoting of the professional edu-
cation socialization that can provide the cation socialization that can provide the 
ways or solutions to improve the quality of ways or solutions to improve the quality of 
professional education.professional education.

1. SOME THEORIES OF PROFES-1. SOME THEORIES OF PROFES-
SIONAL EDUCATION SOCIALIZATION SIONAL EDUCATION SOCIALIZATION 

1.1. An overview of professional education. 1.1. An overview of professional education. 
1.1.1. The objective of professional 1.1.1. The objective of professional 

education.education.
The objective of professional educa-The objective of professional educa-

tion is to «train employees so that they can tion is to «train employees so that they can 
have the knowledge, the professional skills have the knowledge, the professional skills 
at different levels, the ethics, the profes-at different levels, the ethics, the profes-
sional conscience, the sense of discipline, sional conscience, the sense of discipline, 
the working style and good health, which the working style and good health, which 
enables them to fi nd jobs, to be self-em-enables them to fi nd jobs, to be self-em-
ployed or to further their study, to improve ployed or to further their study, to improve 
qualifi cations and professional skills so as qualifi cations and professional skills so as 
to meet the requirements of the socio – to meet the requirements of the socio – 
economic development and the defense economic development and the defense 
and security consolidation» [8].and security consolidation» [8].

1.1.2. Characteristics of professional 1.1.2. Characteristics of professional 
education.education.

Compared with other fi elds of the na-Compared with other fi elds of the na-
tional education system, professional edu-tional education system, professional edu-
cation has the characteristics as follows:cation has the characteristics as follows:

– Professional education implements – Professional education implements 
the «dual» objective.the «dual» objective.
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Professional education both popular-Professional education both popular-
izes the professions for workers and meets izes the professions for workers and meets 
the demands for skilled human resources the demands for skilled human resources 
of the industries in the country and of the of the industries in the country and of the 
labor export. This is the «dual» objective labor export. This is the «dual» objective 
of professional education.of professional education.

– Professional education plays an – Professional education plays an 
important role in the training of human important role in the training of human 
resources.resources.

Education and training, in which there Education and training, in which there 
is professional education, contributes is professional education, contributes 
substantially to the development of the substantially to the development of the 
human resources of the country. The in-human resources of the country. The in-
stitutions of professional education have stitutions of professional education have 
provided a large labor force in order to provided a large labor force in order to 
meet the requirements of the economic meet the requirements of the economic 
development of the country in each stage development of the country in each stage 
of development. The employees who have of development. The employees who have 
obtained the vocational training and the obtained the vocational training and the 
higher education play very important roles higher education play very important roles 
in the labor force of the society. By 2020, in the labor force of the society. By 2020, 
the proportion of already-trained workers the proportion of already-trained workers 
in Vietnam is about 70 %, about 55 % of in Vietnam is about 70 %, about 55 % of 
which the professional education accounts which the professional education accounts 
for; it means about 34,4 million workers for; it means about 34,4 million workers 
(the number of the workers who have the (the number of the workers who have the 
professional secondary level and the voca-professional secondary level and the voca-
tional college level is 23 %).tional college level is 23 %).

– Professional education is inextrica-– Professional education is inextrica-
bly linked with the labor market.bly linked with the labor market.

The people who are trained must meet The people who are trained must meet 
the requirements of the labor market. If so, the requirements of the labor market. If so, 
they then will have jobs. If not, workers can-they then will have jobs. If not, workers can-
not have jobs. It is the strict requirement of not have jobs. It is the strict requirement of 
the labor market that educational institu-the labor market that educational institu-
tions must constantly change, adjust the tions must constantly change, adjust the 
objectives and improve the quality of the objectives and improve the quality of the 
training so that their output can be approved training so that their output can be approved 
by the labor market. For the institutions of by the labor market. For the institutions of 
professional education, this requirement is professional education, this requirement is 
more and more signifi cant. The law of value more and more signifi cant. The law of value 
and the law of competition of the labor mar-and the law of competition of the labor mar-
ket are the factors that make the professional ket are the factors that make the professional 
education consider the quality of the train-education consider the quality of the train-
ing as the top priority.ing as the top priority.

– Professional education aims at train-– Professional education aims at train-
ing workers who directly operate the pro-ing workers who directly operate the pro-
duction.duction.

Professional education should take Professional education should take 
the priority to provide the learners with the priority to provide the learners with 
the system of the professional skills which the system of the professional skills which 
can be applied in a particular job. Without can be applied in a particular job. Without 
this system, the learners cannot do their this system, the learners cannot do their 
jobs. The learners should learn and train jobs. The learners should learn and train 
as well as learn and practice during their as well as learn and practice during their 
actual labor. Therefore there must be the actual labor. Therefore there must be the 

connection between the process of training connection between the process of training 
in professional education institutions and in professional education institutions and 
the actual labor process and the daily work the actual labor process and the daily work 
of the employees.of the employees.

– Professional education has the open – Professional education has the open 
and inter-college characteristics.and inter-college characteristics.

In professional education, the train-In professional education, the train-
ing process is implemented very fl exibly, ing process is implemented very fl exibly, 
which helps learners have the learning which helps learners have the learning 
opportunities consistent with their de-opportunities consistent with their de-
mands, conditions and abilities. Learners mands, conditions and abilities. Learners 
can study a complete course in a scheduled can study a complete course in a scheduled 
period of time to earn a certifi cate or de-period of time to earn a certifi cate or de-
gree; or they can partly attend a course so gree; or they can partly attend a course so 
as to get a job immediately. Then, when as to get a job immediately. Then, when 
there are opportunities, they can go back there are opportunities, they can go back 
to school to learn the rest of the course un-to school to learn the rest of the course un-
til they accumulate enough credits of the til they accumulate enough credits of the 
training programs in order to receive a cer-training programs in order to receive a cer-
tifi cate or degree. Moreover, they can have tifi cate or degree. Moreover, they can have 
inter-college transfer to the higher levels inter-college transfer to the higher levels 
and have the opportunities for the lifelong and have the opportunities for the lifelong 
learning in the professional education sys-learning in the professional education sys-
tem and the national education system.tem and the national education system.

1.1.3 Innovation of professional education 1.1.3 Innovation of professional education 
– Innovation of the thoughts on pro-– Innovation of the thoughts on pro-

fessional education.fessional education.
The economic nature of the innovation The economic nature of the innovation 

of the thoughts on professional education of the thoughts on professional education 
is that developing professional education is that developing professional education 
must follow the rules of the market econ-must follow the rules of the market econ-
omy. One of the signifi cant issues which is omy. One of the signifi cant issues which is 
vital to the training of skilled workers is that vital to the training of skilled workers is that 
it is always associated with the labor market it is always associated with the labor market 
and the employment, with the objectives and the employment, with the objectives 
and tasks of the socio-economic develop-and tasks of the socio-economic develop-
ment in each region as well as in the coun-ment in each region as well as in the coun-
try. That is the reason why not only those try. That is the reason why not only those 
who are directly engaged in professional who are directly engaged in professional 
education but also the whole society, the education but also the whole society, the 
learners, the labor-users must innovate the learners, the labor-users must innovate the 
thoughts on professional education.thoughts on professional education.

– Innovation of the objectives and the – Innovation of the objectives and the 
training contents in professional education.training contents in professional education.

+ Innovation of the training objectives + Innovation of the training objectives 
in professional education.in professional education.

Professional education should identify Professional education should identify 
the appropriate training objectives which the appropriate training objectives which 
meet the demands for human resources in meet the demands for human resources in 
different workplaces and are typical in rep-different workplaces and are typical in rep-
resenting each stage of the socio-economic resenting each stage of the socio-economic 
development of the country. development of the country. 

+ Innovation of the training contents + Innovation of the training contents 
in professional education.in professional education.

The innovation of the training contents The innovation of the training contents 
in professional education must ensure in professional education must ensure 
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the abilities of the learners to perform the abilities of the learners to perform 
the jobs after graduating as required by the jobs after graduating as required by 
the workplaces and ensure the compre-the workplaces and ensure the compre-
hensive training quality with good backg-hensive training quality with good backg-
round knowledge. round knowledge. 

– Innovation of the state management – Innovation of the state management 
of professional education.of professional education.

Innovation of the state management Innovation of the state management 
of professional education focuses on the of professional education focuses on the 
management of the training quality which management of the training quality which 
is shown in the contents as follows: creat-is shown in the contents as follows: creat-
ing the system of standards; creating the ing the system of standards; creating the 
quality accreditation system to manage quality accreditation system to manage 
professional education and strictly decen-professional education and strictly decen-
tralizing the management.tralizing the management.

1.2. Professional education socialization. 1.2. Professional education socialization. 
1.2.1. Education socialization.1.2.1. Education socialization.
Education socialization is a fundamen-Education socialization is a fundamen-

tal point of view and is strategic in the tal point of view and is strategic in the 
construction and the development of edu-construction and the development of edu-
cation, which makes educational activities- cation, which makes educational activities- 
the professional and skillful activities of a the professional and skillful activities of a 
social institutions (education and training) social institutions (education and training) 
become the widespread, insightful and become the widespread, insightful and 
comprehensive activities in all areas of the comprehensive activities in all areas of the 
social life (economy, politics, culture, sci-social life (economy, politics, culture, sci-
ence – technology... etc.). Therefore, it is ence – technology... etc.). Therefore, it is 
important not to consider education as the important not to consider education as the 
subject infl uenced by socialization but as subject infl uenced by socialization but as 
the socialization of performing education.the socialization of performing education.

Education socialization is not merely to Education socialization is not merely to 
mobilize people to contribute money and mobilize people to contribute money and 
materials, but it is the comprehensive and materials, but it is the comprehensive and 
overall policy. This policy is refl ected in the overall policy. This policy is refl ected in the 
contents as follows: contents as follows: 

– Education socialization is an activ-– Education socialization is an activ-
ity in the operating system of the national ity in the operating system of the national 
education.education.

Education socialization is an activity in Education socialization is an activity in 
the general system of education activities of the general system of education activities of 
the country which is closely related to all oth-the country which is closely related to all oth-
er educational activities. Generally speaking, er educational activities. Generally speaking, 
education socialization also has a close rela-education socialization also has a close rela-
tionship with the tasks of the socio-economic tionship with the tasks of the socio-economic 
development of the country. Education so-development of the country. Education so-
cialization includes the diversifi ed, compre-cialization includes the diversifi ed, compre-
hensive and overall activities of the social hensive and overall activities of the social 
forces to support the education of the school.forces to support the education of the school.

– Education socialization is the mo-– Education socialization is the mo-
bilization of all the people in professional bilization of all the people in professional 
education.education.

Education socialization must mobilize Education socialization must mobilize 
all the people to participate in the com-all the people to participate in the com-
prehensive education of the younger gen-prehensive education of the younger gen-
erations who are studying in the school. erations who are studying in the school. 
The learning and teaching in the school The learning and teaching in the school 

is the task of not only the teacher but also is the task of not only the teacher but also 
the parents and the social organizations. the parents and the social organizations. 
Therefore, the most concerning factor in Therefore, the most concerning factor in 
implementing education socialization in implementing education socialization in 
each region is to create a healthy and cul-each region is to create a healthy and cul-
tural living environment. tural living environment. 

– Education socialization should aim – Education socialization should aim 
to create the movement to encourage all to create the movement to encourage all 
the people to go to school, self-study and the people to go to school, self-study and 
self-improve their cultural levels. self-improve their cultural levels. 

Education socialization is also refl ect-Education socialization is also refl ect-
ed in the movement to encourage all the ed in the movement to encourage all the 
people to go to school, self-study and self-people to go to school, self-study and self-
improve their cultural levels, which con-improve their cultural levels, which con-
tributes to the rise of the intellectual levels tributes to the rise of the intellectual levels 
of the whole society. of the whole society. 

– Education socialization must be un-– Education socialization must be un-
der the state management. der the state management. 

Education socialization must be under Education socialization must be under 
the state management, which is an im-the state management, which is an im-
mutable principle. The state manages the mutable principle. The state manages the 
educational activities by means of the legal educational activities by means of the legal 
system and the policy mechanisms and cre-system and the policy mechanisms and cre-
ates favorable conditions so that social or-ates favorable conditions so that social or-
ganizations, businesses and individuals can ganizations, businesses and individuals can 
contribute to the education development.contribute to the education development.

1.2.2. Professional education socialization. 1.2.2. Professional education socialization. 
Professional education socialization is Professional education socialization is 

the task of education socialization which is the task of education socialization which is 
refl ected in a specifi c fi eld of education – refl ected in a specifi c fi eld of education – 
professional education- in order to mobi-professional education- in order to mobi-
lize the whole society to participate in the lize the whole society to participate in the 
construction and development of profes-construction and development of profes-
sional education.sional education.

i) Implications of professional education i) Implications of professional education 
– Improving the accountability of the – Improving the accountability of the 

government of all levels and the communi-government of all levels and the communi-
ties for professional education.ties for professional education.

Professional education is an organic Professional education is an organic 
link in the human resources chain and link in the human resources chain and 
a provider of the workforces of suitable a provider of the workforces of suitable 
scales, structures and high quality, which scales, structures and high quality, which 
helps boost the socio-economic develop-helps boost the socio-economic develop-
ment and creates jobs for workers. ment and creates jobs for workers. 

Professional education socialization Professional education socialization 
once improved will help all levels of the once improved will help all levels of the 
government and the communities have government and the communities have 
proper awareness of professional educa-proper awareness of professional educa-
tion and consider professional education tion and consider professional education 
as the socio-economic task of the locality. as the socio-economic task of the locality. 
Consequently, they will bear the responsi-Consequently, they will bear the responsi-
bility for improving the quality of profes-bility for improving the quality of profes-
sional education. sional education. 

– Contributing to the ramifi cation of – Contributing to the ramifi cation of 
students and creating a stable enrollment students and creating a stable enrollment 
for professional education.for professional education.
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The labor market in Vietnam cur-The labor market in Vietnam cur-
rently deals with the problems of having rently deals with the problems of having 
too many unskilled workers and lacking too many unskilled workers and lacking 
skilled ones. Meanwhile, most of the youth skilled ones. Meanwhile, most of the youth 
do not want to learn vocational training do not want to learn vocational training 
and professional secondary. Therefore, and professional secondary. Therefore, 
after fi nishing secondary school, they after fi nishing secondary school, they 
want to further their study in high school want to further their study in high school 
and then in college and university. In fact, and then in college and university. In fact, 
if we can carry out successful professional if we can carry out successful professional 
education socialization, we will ramify education socialization, we will ramify 
students and create a stable enrollment students and create a stable enrollment 
for professional education.for professional education.

Connecting professional education Connecting professional education 
with the labor market. with the labor market. 

One of the characteristics of profes-One of the characteristics of profes-
sional education that it is closely linked sional education that it is closely linked 
with the labor market. It is the labor mar-with the labor market. It is the labor mar-
ket represented by the businesses which ket represented by the businesses which 
gives the information on the employment gives the information on the employment 
demands (the number of job vacancies in demands (the number of job vacancies in 
different professions, the qualifi cations, different professions, the qualifi cations, 
the physical requirements, the other abili-the physical requirements, the other abili-
ties…etc.) and the regulations for employ-ties…etc.) and the regulations for employ-
ees (the salary, the working environment ees (the salary, the working environment 
and conditions, the benefi ts... etc.) to the and conditions, the benefi ts... etc.) to the 
professional education institutions, regu-professional education institutions, regu-
larly informs the feedbacks on the lev-larly informs the feedbacks on the lev-
els of satisfaction with the «products» of els of satisfaction with the «products» of 
the professional education institutions as the professional education institutions as 
well as directly participates in the train-well as directly participates in the train-
ing activities (creating the standards of ing activities (creating the standards of 
the professional skills, identifying the job the professional skills, identifying the job 
categories, building the training programs, categories, building the training programs, 
assessing the learning outcomes of the vo-assessing the learning outcomes of the vo-
cational students... etc.). All in all, carrying cational students... etc.). All in all, carrying 
out good professional education socializa-out good professional education socializa-
tion will create these connections.tion will create these connections.

ii) The contents of professional educa-ii) The contents of professional educa-
tion socialization. tion socialization. 

– Socializing the responsibilities and – Socializing the responsibilities and 
obligations of the government, the fam-obligations of the government, the fam-
ily, the market and the civil organizations ily, the market and the civil organizations 
towards the development of professional towards the development of professional 
education. education. 

The government, the family, the mar-The government, the family, the mar-
ket and the civil organizations must have ket and the civil organizations must have 
the duties and responsibilities for profes-the duties and responsibilities for profes-
sional education in consistent with their sional education in consistent with their 
own strengths and characteristics. own strengths and characteristics. 

+ The government: providing the main + The government: providing the main 
service of professional education and being service of professional education and being 
responsible for the most important seg-responsible for the most important seg-
ments which require the most resources; ments which require the most resources; 
building the policies on professional edu-building the policies on professional edu-
cation socialization; mobilizing all forces cation socialization; mobilizing all forces 

and all of the social potentials to partici-and all of the social potentials to partici-
pate in the development of professional pate in the development of professional 
education.education.

+ The family: orientating professions, + The family: orientating professions, 
developing the children’s affection for pro-developing the children’s affection for pro-
fessions; contributing energy, fi nance and fessions; contributing energy, fi nance and 
materials to the development of the pro-materials to the development of the pro-
fessional education institutions. fessional education institutions. 

+ The labor market: placing orders with + The labor market: placing orders with 
the professional education institutions. the professional education institutions. 

+ The civil organizations and the pro-+ The civil organizations and the pro-
fessional associations: being engaged in fessional associations: being engaged in 
professional education with the functions professional education with the functions 
of professional training and counseling the of professional training and counseling the 
training programs so that the training con-training programs so that the training con-
tents can meet the requirements of human tents can meet the requirements of human 
resources of the society. resources of the society. 

– Socializing the rights to study and – Socializing the rights to study and 
participate in professional education of all participate in professional education of all 
the members of the society.the members of the society.

+ The rights to study in the fi eld of pro-+ The rights to study in the fi eld of pro-
fessional education of all citizens must be fessional education of all citizens must be 
guaranteed and expanded. guaranteed and expanded. 

If any members of the society wish to If any members of the society wish to 
learn professional secondary and voca-learn professional secondary and voca-
tional training, they will be facilitated. In tional training, they will be facilitated. In 
order to do this, the professional education order to do this, the professional education 
institutions must conduct surveys on the institutions must conduct surveys on the 
learning demands, the learning conditions learning demands, the learning conditions 
(the qualifi cations, the fi nancial ability, the (the qualifi cations, the fi nancial ability, the 
learning time... etc.) to design training pro-learning time... etc.) to design training pro-
grams which are suitable for each subject. grams which are suitable for each subject. 

+ The right to participate in the man-+ The right to participate in the man-
agement of the professional educationagement of the professional education
institutions institutions 

Any members of the society depending Any members of the society depending 
on their own conditions and abilities are on their own conditions and abilities are 
entitled to participate in different levels of entitled to participate in different levels of 
the management of the professional edu-the management of the professional edu-
cation institutions.cation institutions.

2. THE REALITIES OF THE CUR-2. THE REALITIES OF THE CUR-
RENT PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION IN RENT PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION IN 
VIETNAM VIETNAM 

2.1. The results of the implementation 2.1. The results of the implementation 
of professional education socialization.of professional education socialization.

2.1.1. Mobilizing the resources of the 2.1.1. Mobilizing the resources of the 
branches of the industry, the authorities branches of the industry, the authorities 
of all levels, the socio-economic organiza-of all levels, the socio-economic organiza-
tions and the individuals to develop pro-tions and the individuals to develop pro-
fessional education.fessional education.

In recent years, professional education In recent years, professional education 
has mobilized enormous resources of the has mobilized enormous resources of the 
society in order to improve education.society in order to improve education.

– The number and the scale of the – The number and the scale of the 
development of non-public schools development of non-public schools 
have continued to increase in quantity. have continued to increase in quantity. 
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At present, there are 153 professional sec-At present, there are 153 professional sec-
ondary schools (which increased by 21,6 % ondary schools (which increased by 21,6 % 
compared with the year 2006) and there compared with the year 2006) and there 
are 1293 professional education institu-are 1293 professional education institu-
tions including primary professional edu-tions including primary professional edu-
cation institutions (which increased by cation institutions (which increased by 
16 % compared with the year 2006), sec-16 % compared with the year 2006), sec-
ondary professional institutions and voca-ondary professional institutions and voca-
tional colleges (which increased by 5,5 % tional colleges (which increased by 5,5 % 
compared with the year 2006).compared with the year 2006).

– The quality of professional education – The quality of professional education 
has been strengthened and has increasing-has been strengthened and has increasing-
ly met the learning demands of the society. ly met the learning demands of the society. 

– The annual increasing levels of the – The annual increasing levels of the 
investment in professional education have investment in professional education have 
created more favorable conditions for pub-created more favorable conditions for pub-
lic schools in the suburbs and in the re-lic schools in the suburbs and in the re-
mote areas, which results in the exemption mote areas, which results in the exemption 
and reduction of the school fees and the and reduction of the school fees and the 
contributions for social benefi ciaries and contributions for social benefi ciaries and 
the poor as well as conducts social equality the poor as well as conducts social equality 
professional education. professional education. 

– The fact that the facilities, the schools – The fact that the facilities, the schools 
which have been newly-built, repaired, up-which have been newly-built, repaired, up-
graded, expanded annually and the teach-graded, expanded annually and the teach-
ing equipment is added and enhanced (in ing equipment is added and enhanced (in 
both public and non-public schools) plays both public and non-public schools) plays 
very important roles in the innovation of very important roles in the innovation of 
professional education in general and the professional education in general and the 
innovation of teaching methods in par-innovation of teaching methods in par-
ticular to improve the quality of the school ticular to improve the quality of the school 
education as well as the comprehensive education as well as the comprehensive 
education of students.education of students.

2.1.2. Strengthening the relationship 2.1.2. Strengthening the relationship 
between the school and the family and between the school and the family and 
the society; mobilizing the intellectual re-the society; mobilizing the intellectual re-
sources of all the branches of the industry sources of all the branches of the industry 
and the whole society in the innovation and the whole society in the innovation 
of the contents, the programs and imple-of the contents, the programs and imple-
menting the comprehensive education.menting the comprehensive education.

Professional education socialization Professional education socialization 
has strengthened the relationship between has strengthened the relationship between 
the three forces, which are the family, the the three forces, which are the family, the 
school and the society. Together with the school and the society. Together with the 
school, the family and the society are not school, the family and the society are not 
only the environment and the educational only the environment and the educational 
resource but also the important resource resource but also the important resource 
provider for the development of profes-provider for the development of profes-
sional education. sional education. 

2.1.3. Diversifying the types of education 2.1.3. Diversifying the types of education 
and creating the conditions to complement and creating the conditions to complement 
the strengths between the types of education.the strengths between the types of education.

The diversifi cation of the types of edu-The diversifi cation of the types of edu-
cation meets not only the requirements of cation meets not only the requirements of 
learning professional secondary and voca-learning professional secondary and voca-
tional training of the citizens’ children and tional training of the citizens’ children and 

the workers but also the services of high the workers but also the services of high 
education (facilities, modern equipment, education (facilities, modern equipment, 
small class size... etc.) as well as the special small class size... etc.) as well as the special 
demands in the management and educa-demands in the management and educa-
tion of students.tion of students.

2.1.4. Promulgating the specifi c mecha-2.1.4. Promulgating the specifi c mecha-
nisms of the policies to encourage and reg-nisms of the policies to encourage and reg-
ulate the responsibilities of the branches of ulate the responsibilities of the branches of 
the industry, the localities, the socio-eco-the industry, the localities, the socio-eco-
nomic organizations and the labor-users nomic organizations and the labor-users 
in building schools, supporting learners in building schools, supporting learners 
fi nancially, attracting already-trained hu-fi nancially, attracting already-trained hu-
man resources and supervising education-man resources and supervising education-
al activities.al activities.

In recent years, many localities have In recent years, many localities have 
enacted specifi c mechanisms of the poli-enacted specifi c mechanisms of the poli-
cies to promote professional education cies to promote professional education 
socialization based on the documents on socialization based on the documents on 
professional education socialization by the professional education socialization by the 
Government and the Ministry of Educa-Government and the Ministry of Educa-
tion and Training(MOET).tion and Training(MOET).

2.2. The diffi culties and the shortcom-2.2. The diffi culties and the shortcom-
ings in the current implementation of pro-ings in the current implementation of pro-
fessional education socialization in Vietnam.fessional education socialization in Vietnam.

The issue of professional education The issue of professional education 
socialization in Vietnam currently poses socialization in Vietnam currently poses 
many challenges which need solving, such many challenges which need solving, such 
as the people’s perceptions, the tasks of as the people’s perceptions, the tasks of 
orientation, the planning and implemen-orientation, the planning and implemen-
tation process. Therefore, besides the en-tation process. Therefore, besides the en-
couraging results, the implementation of couraging results, the implementation of 
professional education socialization in professional education socialization in 
Vietnam has had the diffi culties and the Vietnam has had the diffi culties and the 
shortcomings as follows: shortcomings as follows: 

– The orientation of development, the – The orientation of development, the 
planning and the directing of the imple-planning and the directing of the imple-
mentation in the spirit of the Resolution mentation in the spirit of the Resolution 
05/2005/NQ-CP have not been properly 05/2005/NQ-CP have not been properly 
invested and have not been of the inter-invested and have not been of the inter-
est to direct the implementation deter-est to direct the implementation deter-
miningly. That is the reason why there is miningly. That is the reason why there is 
still the situation «where every man fol-still the situation «where every man fol-
lows his own way» in professional edu-lows his own way» in professional edu-
cation socialization. cation socialization. 

– The departments have not been – The departments have not been 
very active in advising the executive com-very active in advising the executive com-
mittees and the People’s Committees of mittees and the People’s Committees of 
the provinces and the cities in the imple-the provinces and the cities in the imple-
mentation of the Resolution 05/2005/mentation of the Resolution 05/2005/
NQ-CP. As a result, there is insuffi cient NQ-CP. As a result, there is insuffi cient 
awareness, which results in the confusing awareness, which results in the confusing 
implementation of professional education implementation of professional education 
socialization in the localities. Education socialization in the localities. Education 
socialization and professional education socialization and professional education 
socialization are simply understood as the socialization are simply understood as the 
fi nancial contribution to education. fi nancial contribution to education. 
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– The habit of getting the subsidies – The habit of getting the subsidies 
still has infl uenced a number of the au-still has infl uenced a number of the au-
thority in a public professional education thority in a public professional education 
institutions, which leads to not adapting institutions, which leads to not adapting 
the mechanism of socialization. In some the mechanism of socialization. In some 
localities with more favorable condi-localities with more favorable condi-
tions for professional education social-tions for professional education social-
ization, the managers of public profes-ization, the managers of public profes-
sional education institutions still rely sional education institutions still rely 
heavily on the state funding and are not heavily on the state funding and are not 
active in mobilizing from the commu-active in mobilizing from the commu-
nity and from the local socio-economic nity and from the local socio-economic 
organizations. organizations. 

– The types and the ways of socializa-– The types and the ways of socializa-
tion are diverse and fl exible, but the poli-tion are diverse and fl exible, but the poli-
cies, the methods, the management ways cies, the methods, the management ways 
are not really compatible. Some profes-are not really compatible. Some profes-
sional education models need researching sional education models need researching 
and perfecting. and perfecting. 

– Professional education socialization – Professional education socialization 
has not attracted the investment of high has not attracted the investment of high 
levels of science and technology for profes-levels of science and technology for profes-
sional education. sional education. 

– The socialization of land for pro-– The socialization of land for pro-
fessional education institutions has ma-fessional education institutions has ma-
ny obstacles. ny obstacles. 

– The fees of the non-public schools is – The fees of the non-public schools is 
currently the biggest barrier to the imple-currently the biggest barrier to the imple-
mentation of professional education so-mentation of professional education so-
cialization.cialization.

3. SOME SOLUTIONS TO PROMOTE 3. SOME SOLUTIONS TO PROMOTE 
THE CURRENT PROFESSIONAL EDU-THE CURRENT PROFESSIONAL EDU-
CATION SOCIALIZATION IN VIETNAM CATION SOCIALIZATION IN VIETNAM 

3.1. Mobilizing the whole society to 3.1. Mobilizing the whole society to 
participate in the development of profes-participate in the development of profes-
sional education. sional education. 

Professional education socialization is Professional education socialization is 
to mobilize the whole society to participate to mobilize the whole society to participate 
in the education of young people who have in the education of young people who have 
enrolled in professional secondary and enrolled in professional secondary and 
vocational training. Thus, it is necessary vocational training. Thus, it is necessary 
to improve the accountability of all levels to improve the accountability of all levels 
of authority and all the branches of the of authority and all the branches of the 
industry and make each community con-industry and make each community con-
sider professional education as the socio-sider professional education as the socio-
economic task of its own. economic task of its own. 

Professional education socialization re-Professional education socialization re-
quires a residential community to become quires a residential community to become 
a professional education one. Each indi-a professional education one. Each indi-
vidual in the community must be either a vidual in the community must be either a 
vocational trainer or a vocational learner. vocational trainer or a vocational learner. 
This will create a favorable environment This will create a favorable environment 
for the development of professional educa-for the development of professional educa-
tion and contribute to effectiveness of the tion and contribute to effectiveness of the 
policy of implementing professional edu-policy of implementing professional edu-
cation socialization in reality. cation socialization in reality. 

3.2. Strengthening the vocational 3.2. Strengthening the vocational 
training in enterprises.training in enterprises.

The vocational training in enterprises The vocational training in enterprises 
is considered as the effective model of pro-is considered as the effective model of pro-
fessional education socialization based on fessional education socialization based on 
the conditions of Vietnam. The nature of the conditions of Vietnam. The nature of 
the vocational training in enterprises is to the vocational training in enterprises is to 
conduct the relationship between profes-conduct the relationship between profes-
sional education and the labor market. The sional education and the labor market. The 
learners are trained at the request of the learners are trained at the request of the 
labor market (enterprises) and the labor labor market (enterprises) and the labor 
market (enterprises) can recruit employees market (enterprises) can recruit employees 
according to their requirements. Thus, the according to their requirements. Thus, the 
training and using employers are strictly training and using employers are strictly 
linked together, not causing any waste to linked together, not causing any waste to 
the learners and the society.the learners and the society.

3.3. Searching the resources for profes-3.3. Searching the resources for profes-
sional education. sional education. 

In order to develop professional educa-In order to develop professional educa-
tion, it is necessary to have such resources tion, it is necessary to have such resources 
as human resources, material resources as human resources, material resources 
and fi nancial resources. These resources and fi nancial resources. These resources 
are partly subsidized by the state budget are partly subsidized by the state budget 
and the rest can be obtained from the learn-and the rest can be obtained from the learn-
ers, from the production facilities, the busi-ers, from the production facilities, the busi-
nesses, the services, and from the commu-nesses, the services, and from the commu-
nities. Therefore, professional education nities. Therefore, professional education 
socialization also implies the mobilization socialization also implies the mobilization 
of the resources for professional education. of the resources for professional education. 

3.4. Implementing the social equality 3.4. Implementing the social equality 
in the opportunities for regular training in the opportunities for regular training 
and life-long learning. Professional educa-and life-long learning. Professional educa-
tion socialization is understood not only in tion socialization is understood not only in 
terms of the responsibilities and the obli-terms of the responsibilities and the obli-
gations but also in terms of the rights, no-gations but also in terms of the rights, no-
tably the right to have equal opportunities tably the right to have equal opportunities 
for regular training and life-long learning. for regular training and life-long learning. 
This right is not only reserved for a small This right is not only reserved for a small 
number of people but for everyone. number of people but for everyone. 

3.5. Completing the legal documents 3.5. Completing the legal documents 
on professional education socialization. on professional education socialization. 

Education socialization in general and Education socialization in general and 
professional education socialization in professional education socialization in 
particular should be institutionalized in particular should be institutionalized in 
legal documents which specify the rights legal documents which specify the rights 
and duties, the willingness and the obli-and duties, the willingness and the obli-
gations for any individuals and organi-gations for any individuals and organi-
zations involved in the construction and zations involved in the construction and 
development of professional education. development of professional education. 
Meanwhile, supplement and perfect the Meanwhile, supplement and perfect the 
macro policies to implement professional macro policies to implement professional 
education socialization, the regulations on education socialization, the regulations on 
joint training and the rules on the foreign joint training and the rules on the foreign 
schools in Vietnam and on the training schools in Vietnam and on the training 
quality accreditation and the diversifi ca-quality accreditation and the diversifi ca-
tion of the programs. tion of the programs. 
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3.6. Innovating the system and manage-3.6. Innovating the system and manage-
ment mechanisms of professional education. ment mechanisms of professional education. 

Strictly and reasonably innovating the Strictly and reasonably innovating the 
system and management mechanisms of system and management mechanisms of 
professional education towards the decen-professional education towards the decen-
tralization to promote the autonomy and tralization to promote the autonomy and 
responsibility of all levels of authority and responsibility of all levels of authority and 
of professional education institutions.of professional education institutions.

In order to develop a competitive ad-In order to develop a competitive ad-
vantage in professional education, the vantage in professional education, the 
government must assign the autonomy government must assign the autonomy 
for professional education institutions. for professional education institutions. 
Change the professional education system Change the professional education system 
which is mainly subsidized by the state which is mainly subsidized by the state 
budget to the professional education sys-budget to the professional education sys-
tem which can mobilize all social resources tem which can mobilize all social resources 
and community responsibilities. It is the and community responsibilities. It is the 
professional education system of the peo-professional education system of the peo-
ple, by the people and for the people. ple, by the people and for the people. 

3.7. Having appropriate steps for pro-3.7. Having appropriate steps for pro-
fessional education socialization. fessional education socialization. 

The lesson has been drawn from the The lesson has been drawn from the 
implementation of the policy which trans-implementation of the policy which trans-
ferred the vocational schools to the cor-ferred the vocational schools to the cor-
porations. This is the right and necessary porations. This is the right and necessary 
thing. However, how to transfer and when thing. However, how to transfer and when 
to transfer must be carefully planned and to transfer must be carefully planned and 
considered by means of the training de-considered by means of the training de-
mands and the ensuring abilities of a cor-mands and the ensuring abilities of a cor-
poration. The fact that the government poration. The fact that the government 
has recently cut down the subsidies for the has recently cut down the subsidies for the 
vocational schools belonging to the cor-vocational schools belonging to the cor-
porations creates the diffi culties to many porations creates the diffi culties to many 
schools, some of which had to downsize schools, some of which had to downsize 
the training because there was not enough the training because there was not enough 
money to serve training demands. money to serve training demands. 

3.8. Promoting the international coop-3.8. Promoting the international coop-
eration in professional education. eration in professional education. 

Promoting the international coopera-Promoting the international coopera-
tion in professional education must begin tion in professional education must begin 
from exchanging information and sharing from exchanging information and sharing 
experience to inviting international ex-experience to inviting international ex-
perts, particularly in the fi elds which are perts, particularly in the fi elds which are 
new in our country such as professional new in our country such as professional 
education management, building the sys-education management, building the sys-
tem of evaluation and conferring certifi -tem of evaluation and conferring certifi -
cates of professional capacities, develop-cates of professional capacities, develop-
ing the training programs for several new ing the training programs for several new 

industries and carrying out the connection industries and carrying out the connection 
and inter-college in training. and inter-college in training. 

To sum up, professional education so-To sum up, professional education so-
cialization has important implications in cialization has important implications in 
the cause of education in general, and pro-the cause of education in general, and pro-
fessional education in particular. Socializa-fessional education in particular. Socializa-
tion is both the objective and the means of tion is both the objective and the means of 
professional education. Promoting profes-professional education. Promoting profes-
sional education socialization not only cre-sional education socialization not only cre-
ates the resources to build the facilities for ates the resources to build the facilities for 
the schools but also mobilizes the partici-the schools but also mobilizes the partici-
pation of the businesses, the companies, pation of the businesses, the companies, 
the civil organizations to get involved in the civil organizations to get involved in 
the training process of the schools (build-the training process of the schools (build-
ing training programs, guiding students’ ing training programs, guiding students’ 
professional practice, using the products professional practice, using the products 
of the training... etc).of the training... etc).
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